
Congregation-Based Community Organizing 
  

is a set of tools 
– attitudes and disciplines – 

communicated through  
intensive training and practice, 

enabling congregations to carry out effective 
congregational development and  

public, justice-oriented action  
 
 
1) “Attitudes” 

 
• The work of the church is important. It’s important not just in forming what people 

THINK about God and faith, but in forming how people ACT on their faith. The church 
has a crucial role in the lives of individuals and in forming the values of the larger 
society. But we don’t always communicate that the work of the church is important.  We 
sometimes even undermine this idea: by failing to ask people to get involved, because we 
assume they are too busy doing more important things; by shying away from the public 
arena because it creates tension; by not holding people accountable to their commitments; 
by running sloppy, ineffective meetings; by not evaluating what we do; etc.  

• Since the work of the church is important, we are called to be powerful and effective 
in doing that work.   The word power appears 247 times in the Bible; “humble” and 
“humility” appear 40 times.  How many sermons have you heard or preached on 
humility?  How many on power? The only way to bring our faith values to bear 
effectively is to build enough power to be taken – and to take ourselves – seriously. 

• Relationships are the source of all our power. Jesus had 3 years to build a church for 
the centuries. What did he do?  He didn’t go to graduate school.  He didn’t write a book.  
He didn’t found an academy.  Rather, he built relationships and trained his leaders. 

• Our congregations should have a sense of urgency and mission.  We must be 
proactive, not reactive in building our congregations. If urgency is missing, that’s a red 
flag that we are not really on a path in answer to God’s call to significance.      
 

2) “Disciplines” 
 

• Intentional relationship-building through 1-1 visits. 
• Specific, measurable plans and outcomes.  
• Effective meetings: have a point, end on time, agendas. 
• Regular and thorough evaluations. 
• Regular time for prayer and theological reflection. 
• Culture of integrity: I do what I say I am going to do. 
• Culture of Accountability: When there is little or no accountability, people get the 

message that the work of the church is NOT important, that it doesn’t matter if they do 
what they said they would do or not. 
 

 



3) “Intensive training and practice” 
 
We train our employees and our kids. Why do we think people can run churches, or work 
on the church’s behalf, without some training and support? Jesus trained the disciples. 
Why don’t we follow his example more often? Training can and should be formal; it also 
happens as we plan, lead and take action. 
 

4) “Congregational Development” 
 

Most church leaders would say that one of the biggest challenges they face in their 
congregation is recruiting and developing new leaders.  Most churches do not suffer from 
a lack of a compelling liturgy or programs for their members.  They suffer from an 
inability to plan and act strategically to develop new leaders to carry out liturgy and 
programs.  The congregation needs new leaders to grow and stay healthy. 

 
a) Rethink the ways we get people to do things.  Instead of, “who can we get to fill this 

role in our programming?”, say “who do we want to develop and what kind of role 
would they be interested in?”  Create roles that meet people’s interests.  Get rid of 
committees or programs that no one wants to lead.  
 

b) Think about church activities as ways to build leaders. Measure the success of 
church activities by the number of new people who help make them happen.  
This means giving up “doing things perfectly” and “this is the way we have always 
done it.”  New people get to collaboratively create things in their own image. 
 

c) Rethink the role of elected or appointed church leadership. Move from leadership as 
the “worker bees” to leadership as the “strategists and mentors”.  Move from 
seeing congregants as “clients or consumers” to seeing them as “people looking for 
an opportunity to be in community and to make a difference.”  

 
 

5) Why is working for justice in the public arena important for churches? 
 

• It’s biblically and theologically mandated and compelling. 
• Studies show that fewer people care about the institution of the church itself (20%) 

than those who have worldly concerns (80%).  If church is to be relevant to the lives 
most people are leading, it needs to address people’s worldly concerns. 

• Public arena work offers leaders new roles and new skills to develop. 
• Public arena work clarifies congregants’ values by getting people into the gray area of 

the “real world”, where values must be wrestled with. 
• Public arena work challenges people’s myths about how powerful people and 

institutions operate. 
• It allows people to act on their deepest values and passions. 
• It raises the profile of the church as a force for good in the community. 
• It gets us into meaningful relationships with other faith and community groups. 



 

Relatinship 
building 

Issue 
Identification 

Research Action 

Reflection 

 

The Organizing Cycle 



 

Values 
• We have values, 

many that come 
from our faith 

Power 
• In order to act 

on our Values, 
we need power 

Organized people  

organized money 

• To get power, 
we need to 
organize people 
and organize 
money 

one-to-ones 
and 

effective meetings   

are two ways to organize 
people and money 

The Organizing Ladder 
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GUIDE TO ONE-TO-ONE VISITS 

 

A one-to-one visit is a natural but uncommon conversation with someone  

you want to know (or know better) about their values, vision, life and motivations. 

 

CARE ENOUGH TO BE CURIOUS AND COURAGEOUS! 

 

(1) PURPOSE – One-to-one visits are used to: 

 

 Build Relationships – Relationships cultivate possibilities. Through relationships, 

significant things happen. In relationships, people can share, plan, dream, create and get 

things done. People feel like an integral part of a faith community when they believe they are 

known and valued. One-to-ones create networks of relationships, which in turn build 

community. 

 

 Uncover “Self-Interests” – Self-interests are those things that a person feels most strongly 

about. Self-interest is the thing that motivates a person. It is their passion or deep yearning. 

People get and stay involved in things that engage their self-interest. 

 

 Develop Clarity – One-to-one conversations allow people to express their feelings about 

things. When people talk about something, it helps to make that thing clearer to them. People 

rarely have an opportunity to express themselves to a good listener. A visit like this provides 

such an opportunity and helps people to gain clarity for themselves. And, helping someone 

gain clarity strengthens the relationship. 

 

 Gather Information and insights – One-to-ones are an opportunity to gain information and 

insights about the church, community, cultural matters, etc. You will find out what is going 

on, who your fellow worshippers are and, most importantly, what they are thinking and 

feeling. 

 

(2) ARRANGING THE VISIT AND PREPARATION 

 

 Telephone or e-mail first. – A typical visit will be arranged by an e-mail exchange or phone 

call. In the message or conversation, you only want to get the appointment. You can’t really 

build a relationship via e-mail or over the phone. To build a relationship, you must sit down 

face-to-face and talk with someone.  Note:  If you use e-mail, suggest that they can email 

back or you can call them in a couple days.  This resolves the common problem of non-

response to e-mails – you won’t get stuck or assume non-response is a “no”. 

 

 Introduce yourself. – Explain what you are doing and ask if you can have forty-five 

minutes of time to visit with them. Example:  

“Hi! My name is _________ and I’m a member at Grace Church. I’m one of the 

people doing visits for the ‘Listening with Grace’ process. [Explain briefly if they’re 

not familiar with the Inreach.] Your name was passed along to me by our pastors as 

someone we want to be sure to visit, to learn what is most important in your life, and 

a bit about how Grace plays a role for you.” [They should have received a letter from 

the pastors about this.] 
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 Be specific and keep it simple. – Make an appointment for a specific day and time, and let 

them know you want forty-five minutes to an hour (at most) of their time. Make it clear that 

you are coming to listen to them and not to sell them on anything. 

 

 Take time to prepare. – Before the visit, think about what you may already know about the 

person. Think through what questions you want to be sure to ask, and what you will say 

(briefly) about the listening season process. Pray that the visit will be fun and that you will 

be able to make a significant connection with the person. 

 

(3) THE VISIT – There really is no set formula for having a good visit. Enjoy yourself and try to 

establish some rapport. Here are some general points that may help you: 

 

 Introduce yourself. – Explain why you’re there. (Same as phone or e-mail exchange.) 

 

 Warm up. Have a few ice-breaker questions ready to set a relaxed tone. This will get them 

talking and help you get a feel for them. Ask follow up questions about what they say, 

gradually go deeper, listen closely, stay curious. Talk about things they seem interested in. 

 

 Establish some common ground. In response to certain things they bring up, share some 

things about yourself. Seek to find things you might have in common, if it’s there. But 

remember, we are promising people that we want to listen to them. We are not: selling 

anything; airing our thoughts; preaching to them; recruiting them for any project; judging or 

psychoanalyzing. If you find yourself doing any of these, regroup! 

 

 Listen intently. – Look especially for “lead-ins” to stories. Getting them to talk is 

important. Speak, share and inquire in order to draw them out. “Tell me more” is a great 

prompt.  An effective visit means the person visited is speaking about 70% of the time. Most 

people will be flattered when you show an interest in them at this depth of commitment. 

 

 Listen for and ask for stories. – Stories tell the most and are usually more enjoyable than 

abstractions. Probe for specifics about their experiences and their true feelings about things. 

Some areas that can be explored (among others) are: 

 

Family 

Education 

Childhood 

Ambitions 

Jobs 

Accomplishments 

Concerns 

Politics 

Faith 

Dreams 

Health 

Values 

Talents 

Anger 

Organizations 

Community 

Joys 

Sorrows 

 

 Explore their thoughts and feelings about the larger community or culture. 
Getting people to talk about how they’re taking in or participating in community life 

or reacting to current cultural realities can help you get at some of their core values. 

 

 Ask their thoughts and feelings about our congregation in this time and place. 
We hope that most visits will include at least a brief exchange about their sense as to 

what God is calling this church to right now. (We’re not soliciting detailed 

suggestions or complaints about congregational life.) If people want to talk about 

what the congregation has meant to them, in general or at some specific point in their 
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journey, that’s fine and can often be a helpful icebreaker. But talking about the 

church isn’t the main purpose of the visit. 

 

 Be Courageous. – Go beneath the surface. Seek to identify their self-interest. Listen 

for what seems to excite and motivate them. Use follow-up questions to gain a 

deeper understanding. Ask the “why” question: why they chose that job, or that 

church activity, etc. Ask “what was that like for you?” These will give you insight 

into what really matters to them. Follow your own curiosity. Sometimes people want 

to share with you a painful moment or experience. Be courageous and don’t run 

from this. Remember, you are not there to problem-solve, psychoanalyze or judge. 

 

 Close the visit. – Watch the time so that you do not spend too long. Forty-five 

minutes is enough, and no longer than an hour. As you indicate that the visit is 

coming to an end, be open to questions they might have about the Listening with 

Grace process. End the visit by thanking them for their time. 

 

(4) REFLECTION AND EVALUATION – After each visit, fill out a reflection form. 

(Don’t fill it out during the visit.) It’s important for you to reflect on each visit. Think 

about what they said and what it really meant, and what you did and why. You can’t keep 

all this in your head, and the next time you see them you will have a better memory of the 

conversation. Plus, the form will help you later, when we do the Listener Debrief. 

 

 Identify their self-interest(s) – Some question that will help you reflect on this are: 

 

What does this person care most about? Why? What motivates them? 

What do they get excited talking about? How do they spend their time? 

What talents and abilities does this person have? What is this person’s story? 

How and where are they using their talents? Why are they a member of our church? 

What relationships do they have and value? Why? 

What specific concerns or insights does this person have?  

 

 Consider Our Church. – Did they share anything that might have implications for 

our shared ministry? Did they say anything specifically, when you asked about their 

sense of God’s call for our faith community, that you want to be sure to remember? 

 

 Evaluate yourself. – Ask: 

Did I establish (or deepen) a relationship? 

Did I develop a rapport with them that allowed them to feel at ease? How so? 

Did I delve deep soon enough to establish that as the nature of the one-to-one? 

How well did I uncover their self-interest(s)? 

Did they seem to gain any of their own clarity during our conversation?  

Did I share anything significant about myself, to further build trust and relationship? 

How courageous was I?  

What was the riskiest question I asked? 

What (else) did I do well? 

What could I have done differently? 

What lesson did I learn about myself that I want to take into my next one-to-one? 



ONE-ON-ONE REFLECTION FORM 
 
Person doing the visit: ___________________________  Person Visited: ________________________________ 

Their role in congregation/community: ________________________________ 

Relevant contact information: __________________________________________________________ 
                 
A. What are this person's areas of self interest* or their key motivators and values? 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
B. What talents, background, and/or gifts does this person have to offer?  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
C. What memorable stories did this person tell me that illustrate something important about them? 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
D. What clarity about him/herself did this person seem to find in the course of our conversation? 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
E. What risky questions did I ask, or where did I show courage (or not)? 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
F. What might be the basis of a follow up conversation, a deeper relationship or a collaboration?  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
G. What else do I want to remember from this conversation? 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
*Self-interest in this context simply refers to those values, motivations and life experiences that have shaped a person and continue to 
influence the choices they make and the emotions they have in response to any given situation or opportunity. 

 
 
 

 

 
   



Two Hour One-to-One Training 
 

(5 min) Introduce/credential yourself: why are 1-1 visits important to you?    
 
(10 min) Overview of a 1-1 visit       

 
• Purpose: [ON NEWSPRINT]  to have a natural but uncommon conversation with someone 

you want to know better, about their values, vision, life, and motivations.  (Unpack 
underlined words.) 
 

• Objectives (in order of importance) [ON NEWSPRINT] 
1. Build (or deepen) a relationship 
2. Uncover self-interests (those things that have shaped who we are and why we do what we 

do – a theological term for this is vocation: where our deep gladness and the world’s deep 
hunger meet – Frederick Buechner) 

3. Provide clarity for the person being interviewed (they understand themselves more fully) 
4. Obtain information 

 
(15 min) Demonstrate a 1-1 visit      

 
Set up two chairs in front of the room facing each other. Choose someone from the group to have 
a conversation with you there. Tell them to ignore the rest of the room; you should ignore the 
rest of the room, too and discourage any joking, side conversations, or other distractions. 

 
(15 min) Debrief Demonstration     

 
1) Debrief with the person you were visiting.  (5 minutes) 

End the demo visit and thank the person you were visiting with. Keep them in their seat and 
debrief with them. Some questions you could use to raise up the learnings in this piece 
(learnings in parentheses relate directly back to the “Objectives of a 1-1”) 

 
• “How did this visit feel to you?  Did we begin to establish a relationship?  Would 

you be interested in talking with me again?”  (Ideally, it will have felt comfortable, 
fun, warm. Make the point that these visits are natural, meaningful, and fun.) 

• Did I touch on any of your self-interests? Like what? (People often name the  parts of 
the conversation that were most significant for them) 

• Did you get any clarity about yourself in this visit?  Where? 
• Do you think I took any risks in this visit?  Where?  (You need to be prepared to say 

where you felt you were risking even if they don’t identify it. You also need to be able to 
confess where you chickened out) 

As they return to their seat.  Initiate applause for their courage and honesty. 
 

2) Debrief with the larger group     (10 minutes) 
 

• What questions would you have asked that I didn’t ask?  (This raises the lesson that 
there’s no “right” 1-1 visit – each person explores different self-interests since we’re 
curious about different things.) 

• What struck you most about this visit – either positively or negatively?  (People will 
make comments, out of which you draw the key learnings.  some important ones:  

- A good interviewer must be willing to direct the conversation.  Did I do that in this 
visit? How? 



- A good interviewer is disciplined about time 
- A good one-to-one is mostly a “one-way” conversation. You should do 70% 

listening, 30% sharing & probing.  
- Everyone has self-interests: hopes, fears, life facts, values, opinions. The goal is to 

move deeply into those aspects and hear stories. The best tool for this is “why?”, or 
some variation of that.  Go deep, not broad.) 

 
Write these and other points that might come up, ON NEWSPRINT.  So your list might include: 

• Direct the conversation 
• Be disciplined about time 
• Go deep, not broad 

Talk no more than 30% of the 
time.  This is a listening visit. 

• Ask “why” or “what was that 
like?” 

(5 min) Nuts and Bolts      
 
ON NEWSPRINT 
• Outline 

1. 45-60 minutes long 
2. Scheduled in advance   
3. Face to face and one-to-one (no 

three way conversations) 
4. Ask respectful but probing 

questions 

ON NEWSPRINT 
• What a 1-1 is NOT: 

1. Needs assessment 
2. Survey 
3. Chit-chat  
4. Psychoanalysis 
5. Sales job 

 
(40 min)   Practice one-to-ones (assign them to find a partner they don’t know well. They 

should spend half the time being the asker, half the time being asked.) 
    
(5 min) Break (instruct people to build this in before or after their 1-1’s) 
 
(15 min) Debrief people’s 1-1’s back in the large group    
  

• Who would like to talk a little bit about their visit? (Pick someone if no one volunteers)  
How did it feel?  (Fun? Awkward?)  Did you begin to establish a relationship?  (Lesson: 
there may be some awkwardness in the first few visits.  In general, they should be fun and 
meaningful.  That’s the measure that you are doing a good visit) 

• Did you uncover any deep self-interests?  Did you hear some stories?  What worked for 
you in getting to those stories? 

• If the person says “No” to the above question, you need to explore that.  Really try to 
understand what people are feeling.  What kept you from going deeper?  Have a little “talk 
piece” prepared on your own demons about doing deep 1-1’s and what you think the cost is. 

• Did you take any risks in your 1-1?  Could you feel some tension in your stomach?  
What was the result of taking the risk?  Did it deepen the conversation?  If people 
challenge the idea of risk-taking as another word for “nosiness,” have a “talk piece” ready:   
 

“What we do in conversations is throw out feelers, usually in the form of half-sentences:  ‘After my 
divorce. . .’  or ‘Before my son died…’ These are a test (likely unconscious) of whether you really 
want to hear my story – the important bits.  People don’t share the important parts of who they are 
with folks who aren’t really interested or don’t have the courage to hear them. The rationale of ‘I 
don’t want to be nosy’ is not about protecting another person; it’s about protecting you.” 
 

(10 min)  The End Game 
 

• Final questions   Final agitations                  Trainer’s summary comments   



 
 
Colleague Accountability are groupings of 6-8 peer members who are committed to building each others’ 
effectiveness for ministry and public engagement. These are not “soft, affirming, support groups” in any 
classical sense. The relationships built at these tables are all about deep investment in others with whom one 
shares common self-interests, and the willingness to hold each other accountable to our highest and noblest 
visions, passions, and callings. To be a participant means to be courageously agitational for the sake of 
discovering and unleashing the other’s greatest, most powerful public self. At their most basic, these tables are 
for the purpose of members building each others’ capacity for congregational and public leadership. Yet even 
more profoundly, these tables are for the purpose of creating change in the world for the sake of Divine Justice 
through the bold actions of confident, accompanied, powerful faith leaders and the communities they hold dear.  
 
Accountability Table ground-rules  

 
Participants will:  
• miss no more than two colleague table meetings per year 
• do one-to-ones with each member of the table as soon as possible 
• complete and send monthly reports, even if they must miss a meeting 
• read all the reports and come prepared to join in the agitation process 
• hold all reports and information shared at table in confidence 
 
In our time together (format for the hour): 
• one member will serve as meeting chair (this role may be rotated) 
• we will focus on two people to be agitated each month 
• we will take turns in the roles of agitatee and lead agitator 
• each agitation will last 20 minutes 
• the additional 20 minutes is for general agitations, based on what you read in one another’s reports; 

follow ups from previous agitations; and "housekeeping" 
 
It is understood that: 
• no one will invite an “observer” or prospective table member without prior consent of all participants 
• each will be “on the hunt” for additional members to join the colleague table 
• table members will hold one another accountable to the ground rules 
• table chairs will see that meeting dates and details are communicated to all members, that the meetings 

stay on time, that any commitments are noted in minutes, and that their role is filled in their absence 
 
Reports   
(Due by e-mail to table colleagues 1 full week prior to meeting.) 

• list meetings and activities you've been involved in since last table gathering 
• list names of one-to-ones since last table gathering, those scheduled, and those you plan to schedule 
• outline your goals for the coming month or quarter, and note your progress since last month 
• note the best and worst agitations you've done, with brief descriptions 
• write a brief reflection piece on your current struggle along your path to power 

 
 
(See reverse side for how to prepare and deliver an agitation to a member of your accountability table.) 



 
 

Steps in an agitation 
 

1. Before the session, carefully read the report of the person you’ll be agitating. Note not only their 
reflection and goals, but how many and what types of one-to-ones they’re doing, how they’re 
prioritizing their time, whether they’re using agitation in their interactions, whether they’re 
propositioning and mentoring people into leadership roles.  

 
2. Next, determine and make note of three judgments, along with your own and their self-interest in 

seeing improvement in their behavior.  
a. Remind yourself of the person’s self-interest in being a more effective, powerful leader. Do a 

fresh one-to-one with them if necessary for this agitation. 
b. Your first judgment is about where you think this person is right now. What in their behavior is 

limiting their power, their ability to live out their vision? 
c. Your next judgment is about where they could be, where they need to be, where they are called 

to be, or where you have heard them say they want to be.  
d. Your final judgment is about what you think is holding them back and what change in their 

behavior is needed to get to where they could be. 
e. Finally, what is your own self-interest in seeing them move from here to there? Why do you 

care? What do you stand to gain if they change their behavior? 
 
3. Once at the session, the person to be agitated gets a couple minutes to verbalize what s/he has been 

struggling with, either restating what is in the report, or giving a more current update. 
 
4. Next, you can begin by asking a couple questions to gain clarity before delivering your first two 

judgments. But don’t take too long to get to this point. State your judgments clearly and succinctly. 
 

5. Ask the person if your judgments are clear and if they seem accurate. Give them plenty of time to 
respond. Others around the table can add to the judgments or ask for clarification. 

 
6. Once the agitatee has responded, you should prod them about their behavior, what you think it is that 

is holding them back (which is your third judgment), the consequences, and the opportunity to change. 
Perhaps: “why do you struggle so with this issue?” or “do you see how this undermines your self-
interest and your power?” or “do you want to change this behavior?” or “whom do you want to hold you 
accountable?”  

 
7. Determine whether it would be helpful for the person to know your self interest in them. You need to 

be fully in touch with this throughout the agitation, even if you never state it, but there may come a point 
when it would be especially important for them to hear it. 

 
8. Keep in mind that, once you have delivered your agitation, you are not responsible for what they 

decide to do with it. If they agree with your judgments, and decide to take action to change, urge them to 
lay out one or two concrete steps they’ll take toward becoming a more effective and powerful leader in 
this area of their work.  

 



ONE-TO-ONE “RELATIONAL MEETINGS” and SIX PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
 
The field of community organizing offers a great tool for building or deepening relationships within our congregations as well as in the 
broader community. The one-to-one is a natural but uncommon conversation with someone you want to know, or know better. It’s 
natural because it flows from your curiosity and your conversation partner’s responses, rather than using a set of pre-determined 
questions. It’s uncommon because it requires intense listening and courageous inquiry as you focus primarily on going deep into your 
conversation partner’s story and resist turning it too much toward yourself. You’ll find that you and the person you’re visiting have 
things in common; you should acknowledge that with brief accounts of your own experience, building trust and connection. But always 
return your focus to your partner with a question that can lead them deeper into their story.  
 
Remember that your objectives for having this conversation are simple and transparent. These objectives are listed in descending order of 
importance. In other words, #1 matters above all:   
  

1. You want to establish or deepen a relationship with this person.  
2. You want to learn some significant things about them, what makes them “tick”, what they value, who they really are, and what 

has brought them to this point in life. 
3. You might find that you and your conversation partner have commonly held interests, goals or values that can lead you into new 

opportunities for collaboration. 
4. Through your attentiveness and inquiry this person might learn some things about him or herself that they didn’t realize were true, 

leading to new clarity and self-appreciation. 
 

Your conversation should last 30 – 45 minutes. If your partner wants to learn more about you, he or she can schedule another time for 
that. If you both decide in advance that you want to share equally, allow for an hour and a half, with one taking the lead for the first half 
and reversing the roles for the second half. This requires discipline about time and intent. Focusing on one person at a time allows each to 
feel deeply heard. It’s also what makes this kind of conversation uncommon and remarkable. 
 
As noted earlier, you shouldn’t go into the conversation with a bunch of pre-determined questions. However, it is wise to have one or two 
ice-breaker questions in mind. You might start with something like: “What drew you to the position you’re in?” Or, “what constitutes 
‘family’ for you these days?” From there, follow your curiosity, as well as the their response and direction, to get you deeper into their 
story, their values, vision, life and motivations. This move to go deeper takes courage, a willingness to really listen and to ask what will 
feel like some risky questions, as well as to reveal some things about yourself. If you don’t take risks and go deep early on, you’ll get into 
a pattern of asking surface-type questions, and your partner will be reluctant to share with you on a deeper level.  
 

1  



One way to determine what follow up questions to ask is to listen for the "breadcrumbs" or "pearls" people naturally drop that can lead 
you to a real treasure about who they are. These clues often come in the form of what seem like throw-away comments dropped when 
answering a question; comments like, “let’s see, it was shortly after my divorce,” or “my mother had just died and I was living in 
Tucson…” Rather than gloss over the reference, dare to ask something about the thing they just mentioned in passing. It indicates to them 
that you’re really listening, that you have courage, and that you truly care about the experiences, thoughts or feelings that mark 
significant moments in their life. 
 
Also, be attentive to your gut-level resistance to probing deeper. Rather than hold back, take the risk of asking courageous questions. 
Instead of being an invasion of privacy, which is what you fear, courageous questioning actually builds trust and gives the person 
permission to share something deeply significant. To avoid turning this into therapy, offer no advice or analysis. Ask what they make of 
this aspect of their story, or share something about yourself that relates to their experience.  
 
Sometimes, a ways into the one-to-one, you might need to introduce a new line of questioning, if the conversation gets dry or when you 
want to move in a different direction. Just don't get bogged down with the idea that you have to cover a lot of territory. Going deep into a 
few areas of their life, by following a natural course of conversation, is the real key. The following types of questions will encourage your 
conversation partner to go deeper into their story. (It also helps to insert follow-up questions like "why is that?” or, “can you give me an 
example?" or, "what was that like for you?") 
 
Introduce one or two of these topics as needed. Never try to cover all this ground in one conversation! 
 
- What brings you the most joy in your work? 
- What are the greatest hurdles or challenges? 
- What kind of impact do you want to have? 
- How's it going — that work of making an impact? 
- What is the biggest challenge you have faced in your life? 
- How did you handle that challenge? 
- How is that challenge still affecting you? 
- What role has faith [or community, family, friends, or mentors] played in your life and work? 
- What accomplishment or project are you most proud of? 
- What assets did you bring to that enterprise? 
- What did you learn (especially about yourself) in the process? 
- What has created real disappointment for you in terms of wanting to make something happen? 
- What were your (especially internal) barriers to success? 
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Your intent is to get them talking about more than facts, figures, names and events; to explore: 
 
• What their ambitions and dreams are; 
• What makes them angry, sad, or joyful; 
• Why they are attracted to certain people, organizations, or communities; 
• What has grabbed them most along their familial, educational, professional or faith journey; 
• Why they spend their professional and personal time the way they do; 
• What values and relationships they are willing to take risks and make sacrifices around;  
 
After the conversation, you should be able to determine some basic things about the person you visited. To help you remember, jot 
some notes in order to retain the essence of the conversation – but only afterwards. (Taking notes during alters the nature of the 
encounter.) You won't know the answers to all of these, but you’ll know some things in a deep way about a few of them: 
 
o What does this person care most about and why? 
o What motivates them? 
o What do they get excited talking about? 
o How do they spend their time and why? 
o What assets does this person have and where do they get to exercise them? 
o What relationships does this person have and value and why? 
o What specific concerns or ideas does this person have? 
o Why is this person a member of this organization or community? 
o What would make this person feel very honored if they were invited into it? 
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Six Practical Applications & Adaptations of the One-to-one  
 

 
1. Congregational Listening Seasons  
 
In order to contribute to a greater spirit of community, and to help discern the future direction of a congregation’s mission and ministry, a 
season of listening can be initiated. Sometimes referred to as an Inreach, the Listening Season is a focused and disciplined five- to six-
week effort. A team of trained visitors conducts multiple One-to-one visits with members and regular participants in the life of their 
congregation. The concerns, ideas and themes that emerge from those visits are shared widely, through publications and through public 
gatherings. One-to-one visitors, those visited, staff and elected leaders collaborate to determine what collective next steps ought to be 
taken as a result. 
 
A Listening Season can have a number of positive impacts, such as: 
 
o Congregations becoming intentionally more relational. As people get to know one another, those who may have been feeling isolated 

or left out are more likely to join in activities with their new friends, meet additional people, and become more involved in the life of 
the faith community.  

o Congregations finding and developing new leaders. As people take greater interest, the size of the leadership circle within the 
congregation increases. Through deeper relationships, people challenge each other toward greater potential and growth.  The work is 
now done by many versus a few. 

o Congregations becoming more visionary. A clearer and fuller understanding emerges as to where the congregation is now and where 
it can go in the future. By listening to and understanding the concerns of participants, then working to address those concerns in 
communal effort, people are inspired to invest in a hopeful future. 

o Congregations getting involved ecumenically and in their community of context. By listening to people’s whole lives (not just their 
“church selves”), congregations perceive their potential role for working effectively in the world and alongside others of different 
faiths, cultures and backgrounds. A hunger grows to really get to know neighbors and influence the shape of the larger community.  

 
2. Neighborhood Outreach 
 
The main concept from the One-to-one to take into a Neighborhood Outreach is the relational approach. Too often our forays into 
neighborhoods are based simply on the concept of invitation: we’re doing this; you should come. Or, we assume that we have the only 
real good news to share: we know this Jesus person; let us introduce him to you. The relational One-to-one approach, applied to a 
Neighborhood Outreach, leads with the premise that our neighbors have stories, assets and concerns that are of interest and value to us. 
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And, this approach acknowledges God already at work among our neighbors and that the risen Christ goes ahead of us, often appearing to 
us in the form of our neighbor! 
 
It’s not realistic, though, to try and conduct 30-45 minute One-to-ones while going door-to-door in your neighborhood. Plus, it’s wise to 
go two-by-two on these visits, and one of you should be taking notes; these facts also change the dynamics. So devise a small set of get-
to-know-you questions that encourage briefer encounters that still let your neighbors know you’re interested in their whole selves and the 
things you share in common as co-members of the community in which your church functions.  
 
Your Outreach Team should decide exactly how to introduce yourselves at the doors of your neighbors, but here’s an example that 
honors the concepts outlined above: 
 
“We’re from Hope Church and we’re out this weekend getting to know our neighbors. We’re hoping to learn what feelings, thoughts and 
concerns you have about the neighborhood we’re all a part of. Can we visit with you for a few minutes?” 
 
Likewise, you should decide just what set of questions (and how many) you want to include when you go door-to-door, but here are a 
few examples: 
 
• How long have you lived in the neighborhood? 
• What do you like about living here? 
• What concerns do you have about living here? 
• Is there a story you’re willing to share about how that issue has affected you? 
• What ideas do you have about addressing that/those concern(s)? 
• What role do you think churches can and/or do play in the life of the neighborhood? 
• Do you attend a place of worship? [If so…] What draws you to that place? 
• We’re making a point to pray for our neighbors. Do you have prayer concerns we can lift up? 
 
Just like in a fuller One-to-one, if the neighbor seems interested in sharing with you on a deeper level, invest a bit more time. (Remember, 
though, that you’ve got lots of visits to make while you’re out.) If they seem to love the idea of your praying for them, consider praying 
together as you conclude your visit. Otherwise, make it clear that their prayer concerns will be included in an upcoming worship service.  
 
You can build in the opportunity for future engagement, depending on the level of interest the neighbor shows for such possibilities. For 
example, you can conclude your brief encounter with a question like: “If we at Hope Church decide to host a community conversation 
about, or take action on [the issue you mentioned], would you be  
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interested in participating?” If they say yes, get their contact information and promise to follow up with them. If they say no, thank them 
for their time and move on. 
 
Finally, at the end of your visit, once you’ve established that your visit is relational in nature, there’s no harm in leaving a brochure about 
your church or a flyer about an upcoming event which is genuinely tailored for visitors. Just don’t make that the focus of your 
conversation, but rather make it clear that they are the focus of your visit. 
 
Especially combined with the results from a congregational Inreach, a Neighborhood Outreach can provide you with rich insights into 
your context and more ideas and potential partners for addressing the issues that matter most to you and your neighbors. 
 
3. House Meetings  
 
House Meetings are not a substitute for doing One-to-ones in your congregation, nor for going out door-to-door in your neighborhood in 
a relational manner. House Meetings can supplement those activities or be a follow up to them. They can attract people who are reluctant 
about the perceived intensity of a One-to-one, or catch neighbors’ interest who weren’t at home when you came visiting. 
 
House meetings can be conducted in a number of ways, and cover a variety of topics. But they share the relational nature and the 
community-building priority of the One-to-one. And they give the opportunity for many leaders to play a role or to emerge in the process. 
 
When targeting congregational members or regular participants, personal invitations work best, extended by the host of the House 
Meeting to a set of people with whom they already have some natural connection. Perhaps they invite everyone from church who lives in 
their immediate neighborhood or zip code. Or maybe they’re young parents who invite other young parents to their home. You get the 
idea. Besides doing the inviting, hosts should get actual commitments from people, in order to convey a sense of importance about the 
event, and so they know how many to expect.  
 
When targeting neighbors or other community-of-context members (like merchants or teachers or public servants), a pastor or 
congregational president might write a letter of invitation and intent that House Meeting hosts hand-deliver with a verbal encouragement 
to attend (or a personal note if you end up leaving the letter when your neighbor is out.)  
 
House Meetings have similar purposes to One-to-ones and a Neighborhood Outreach, depending on whom you invite. So create activities 
that build relationships and provide opportunities for people to express their hopes and concerns, ideas and assets. It’s even a good idea to 
build one or two One-to-one encounters into the House Meeting agenda; Guided One-to-ones* give people a few pre-planned relational 
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questions to explore with a partner. Small group conversations can explore commonly-held concerns. Large group interactions can 
surface ideas for action, foster courage, collaboration and hope, and set goals, next steps and commitments for moving forward together.  
 
Some House Meetings can be hosted at church or in other public settings. The point is to provide a variety of venues so that as many 
people as possible will choose to participate. Regardless of where they’re held, make hospitality a high priority. And serve refreshments! 
 
*Guided One-to-one questions (pick a few, then give pairs 15-20 minutes to share): 
o Where did you grow up and what was it like? [This is a good ice-breaker.] 
o What got you into your current job or role? [This goes deeper, but is still introductory.] 
o What’s the most important thing going on in your life right now? 
o Tell me about a really difficult time or situation in your life, and how you coped. 
o Where are you in your faith journey; what brought you to this point; where are you headed? 
o What impact do you want to have on your community, and how’s that going? 
 
4. Listening posts 
 
In addition to doing congregational One-to-ones, Neighborhood Outreach, and perhaps a set of House Meetings, you can have some good 
results if you set up short-term Listening Posts in strategic venues around the community. The idea is to have a person or a team 
attracting passers-by to a table or bench to engage in relational conversation. Use provocative or whimsical questions posted on a table 
tent, placard or sign to draw people in. Or, simply engage people verbally in a non-threatening manner.   
 
Especially when it comes to public Listening Posts, it’s important not to proselytize, nor to promote any particular ideology or politically 
charged issue. This is about building relationships and fostering a spirit of community through hospitality and appreciative inquiry. 
 
Depending on what you hope to learn or gain from these encounters, you can combine the relational aspects of the One-to-one with the 
information-gathering format of the Neighborhood Outreach and the community-building approach of the House Meeting. 
 
Listening Posts can be set up during the coffee hour between or after church services, if your intent is to reach church-goers. Or, perhaps 
your church has a community outreach program, such as a pre-school or daycare, a food pantry or a drop-in center. Without making 
clients feel obligated to respond, friendly Listening Post facilitators can engage a cross-section of responders in conversation, with an 
emphasis on getting to know them and valuing their ideas and concerns.  
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Beyond your own church setting, Listening Posts can be conducted in other community gathering spaces, such as laundromats, 
community, youth or senior centers, parks, coffee shops, shopping malls, waiting areas, etc. When conducting Listening Posts in spaces 
that are operated by businesses or government agencies, its essential to collaborate with those community partners so that they can trust 
your motives and provide you with the space, permission and appreciation you need. 
 
5. Visiting community leaders and public officials  
 
Churches can and ought to play a vital role in the life of a community. Getting to know other community “players” on a relational level 
will contribute to the effectiveness of your church in playing its vital role. The One-to-one can be adapted when getting to know business 
and institutional leaders as well as public servants and elected officials.  
 
Ideally, trained leaders from your congregation will set up actual One-to-one meetings of the 30-45-minute duration with the kinds of 
community leaders you want to know. When that’s the case, simply use the regular approach of getting to know that person on a deep 
level, about their values, vision, life and motivations. If, at the time of such a visit, your congregation is starting to focus in on a particular 
issue or neighborhood concern, you can include questions about that matter in your conversation, and share briefly what you’ve already 
learned or are considering. Just don’t let that issue overshadow a truly relational encounter, especially if this is the first One-to-one visit 
with the person. 
 
When meeting with elected officials or others with high levels of community authority, there is wisdom in having more than one visitor 
participate in what is sometimes referred to as a “Power One-to-one.” This is so that the encounter can remain “your” meeting rather than 
getting co-opted by their agenda, and so that there are multiple witnesses to what you hear and learn in your visit.  
 
You’d be surprised how elected and other public officials appreciate having visitors who show genuine interest in what drew them into 
public life, what values they have, what their hopes and dreams and disappointments are, apart from the politically-charged or partisan 
environment in which they spend most of their time. Sure, at a later date you might be coming back to them regarding a particular issue 
about which you may disagree. But building on a relational foundation makes accountability and tension easier to navigate and fosters the 
opportunity for respect even in the midst of conflict. 
 
6. Research Visits 
 
When your congregation, or a coalition of groups from your community, is ready to take on an issue of concern in order to improve 
conditions and do justice, the One-to-one can be adapted in doing Research Visits. If you’ve been diligent about getting to know public 
officials and other community players leading up to this point, then when you go to those people to gather information and look for allies 
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for your cause, you’ve got a head start on the process. So now, seek out meetings with those who you perceive to have valuable 
information for forming your issue strategy, or those who you believe to have some of the power it will take to get the results you’re 
hoping to achieve. 
 
Research Visits are built mainly around questions related to the issue you’re exploring. They also are relational in that you’re after not 
just data, but the ideas and values of the person with whom you’re visiting. In addition, depending on their level of influence, you’re 
discerning whether they will be an ally or an obstacle in your quest for change.  
 
Like in a Power One-to-one with a public official, Research Visits generally should include more than one visitor, maybe even a team of 
visitors. This makes it more of a meeting than a visit, and you should have a clear, timed agenda and assigned roles in order to keep it on 
track and to model a shared leadership approach. 
 
The kinds of research questions you ask will depend on what issue you’re exploring. Some examples follow. But, in the spirit of being 
relational, and to help you discern where this person is likely to line up in relation to the issue, always include some questions that are 
aimed at them – at their values, vision and motivation. If you haven’t already done a pure One-to-one with this person, spend even more 
time focused on them. 
 
In one community, research visitors were concerned about matters of hospitality (and lack thereof), especially toward people of color and 
new immigrant residents. Here are some of the questions they asked those with whom they met in Research Visits: 
 
o What is your ethnic background?  
o What generation of immigrant are you?  
o [If minority] How have you been treated in this community?  
o What type of community do you want this to be in terms of diversity? 
o What is happening, positively or negatively, regarding diversity in the community?  
o What are the obstacles for new immigrants and people of color?   
o What are practical solutions to make this community more inclusive and welcoming? [If they focus on programs, get them to talk 

about practices and policies instead.] 
 
If your group has already considered specific steps to create the kind of change you want to see happen regarding a particular issue, you 
can be more direct in asking about support from the person you’re visiting, and others who they may know. Briefly describe the issue 
strategy you’re considering, then ask questions like: 
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o Would you support such a move? 
o Why or why not? 
o Who [else] would support it, and why? 
o Who would oppose it, and why? 
o Who have you worked with around this or related matters? 
 
A couple caveats about Research Visits:  
 
1. This isn’t the venue for getting commitments as to whether someone will stand with or oppose you when you take action. That comes 

later, and requires a different set of tools and strategies. In the Research Visit, you’re doing an initial “taking of their temperature,” 
learning what they know, and building your relationship with them. 

2. It doesn’t usually benefit you to ask public officials what they think churches can or should do about any given issue. They tend to 
respond with advice, like preaching thematic sermons or doing focus groups or starting up charitable projects or programs. Hopefully 
you’re interested in effecting longer-term public solutions. But public officials often can’t (or don’t want to) think outside the box of 
how churches have traditionally been engaged in their communities. They might even use the question “what can churches do?” to 
recruit you to carry out their pet project or program, which will deter you from addressing root causes and long-term solutions. 

 
This resource was compiled by Rev. Susan Engh, ELCA Director for Congregation-based Organizing. Those who want to 
delve deeper into any of the tools or trainings outlined here should contact Rev. Engh at 952-212-8349 or by e-mail at 
susan.engh@elca.org.  
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